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Virtual Set Editor 2 Virtual Set Editor 2 includes 
these features:

Create the bigger, professional-looking studio you’ve always wanted—

easily and affordably. Virtual Set Editor 2 lets you customize live 

virtual sets to enhance every program, captivate your viewers, and 

dramatically raise your production value—no matter how small your 

studio space is, or what it looks like. From independent producers to 

broadcast networks—NewTek’s high-quality, custom virtual sets are 

breathing life into virtual studio environments everywhere. 

And, with the included Animation Store Creator, you can easily prepare 

gorgeous transitions with embedded full color animation to create 

shows that are so mesmerizing, and sets so stunning, viewers are 

glued to their screens.

•		Dual	licenses	to	extend	your	design	
	 	workflow	from	TriCaster	to	a	standalone		
				workstation

•	Built-in	Animation	Store	Creator	to			
			transform	custom	image	sequences	into	
		 animated	transitions	with	3D	TransWarp			
	 effects	and	audio

•	Generate	Virtual	Set	Editor	projects	from		
	 layered	PSD	files;	design	sets	from	scratch
	 in	your	favorite	graphics	creation	
			application,	import	and	customize

•	Get	realistic	virtual	camera	operation,
			with	adjustable	shot	framing	and	animated	
			movements

•	Use	sets	created	in	Virtual	Set	Editor	with		
	 all	XD	model	TriCasters—so	you	can	be	on		
	 location,	in	the	studio,	or	both	

Build your dream studio—
for a fraction of the cost.
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Realistic, custom studio environments for every production.

Virtual Set Editor 2 makes it easy to design a signature look in your 

brand, for every show. You can change color schemes and add custom 

artwork to the included set templates. Build your own set designs 

from scratch and transform them into lifelike 3D studio environments.  

Immerse viewers into your world with reflective surfaces, camera 

movements, and live video layers. And, unlike other virtual set 

companies that use static 2D backgrounds, you can create true 

moving backgrounds for instant realism. You can even have live video 

bend with the curve of a wall. With Virtual Set Editor, you can enjoy a 

workflow that’s so fine-tuned, your job will never feel like work. 

Plus, you get twice the creative power with two licenses. Use Virtual 

Set Editor 2 as a TriCaster add-on within the system, while your artist 

creates sets from a standalone application on a separate workstation. 

64-bit Windows 7 or Windows 
Vista® operating system (OS)

DirectX® 11 NVidia GPU with 
1GB graphics memory or better

4GB RAM or better

5GB available hard drivespace

1200 x 800 display

Minimum Workstation 
Requirements for Standalone 
Installation

TriCaster XD model required for 
installation.

Animation Store Creator 
application will not be accessible 
on TriCaster models that do 
not support Animation Store 
transitions.

TransWarp effects are only 
supported by TriCaster models 
8000, 855 and 455.

Sets and effects can be exported 
as executable installer files (.exe), 
shared and uploaded to any 
compatible TriCaster model.

TriCaster Installation 
Specifications*

* Certain features and capabilities may be limited 
depending on your TriCaster model. For more 
information, visit NewTek.com/VSE
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